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While purely functional languages allow for reasoning about

code equationally and productively, they often do not give

systems programmers sufficiently fine-grained control for

achieving the level of efficiency they desire. Our aim is to

reduce the effort required for producing reliable, efficient

systems.

Cogent [4] is a restricted uniqueness-typed purely func-

tional language for writing high-assurance systems code [1].

Cogent has a certifying compiler that generates efficient C

code [4, 5] by making use of Cogent’s uniqueness types.

Cogent programs do not exist in isolation. Typically, a

Cogent program constitutes a component of a larger system,

written in C, which is connected to the Cogent program us-

ing a foreign function interface (FFI). The aim, when building

a system using Cogent, is to write as much of it in Cogent

as possible, because the effort needed to verify low level

imperative C code is significantly higher than that needed

to verify Cogent code.

Cogent programs are defined as pure functions operating

on algebraic data types. The exact layout of these data types in
memory is determined by the Cogent compiler. Many of the

data structures in operating systems such as Linux could be

represented as algebraic types, however their exact memory

layout differs from that used by our Cogent compiler.

Therefore, the systems written in Cogent must maintain

a great deal of glue code to synchronise between two copies

of the same conceptual data structure [1]. As Cogent code

can only interact with the Cogent data representation, this

glue code is currently written in C. This code is tedious to

write, wasteful of memory, prone to bugs, has a significant

performance cost, and requires cumbersome manual verifi-

cation at a low level of abstraction. To solve these issues we

want to be able to write this type of code in Cogent.

To do so, we propose a new framework that allows for data

abstraction in Cogent programs. Rather than maintaining

two copies of data, we define a data description language,

Dargent, to describe the correspondence between Cogent

algebraic data types and the bits and bytes of kernel data

structures — what we call the layout of the data. With Dar-

gent, the programmer can write code as usual, manipulating

ordinary Cogent data types, and after compilation the gen-

erated C code will manipulate kernel data structures directly,

without extensive copying and synchronisation at run-time.

This will improve performance by eliminating redundant

code, simplifying the integration of C and Cogent code, and

enabling users to write and verify more Cogent code rather
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than reasoning about cumbersome C code. Dargent elimi-

nates the need for a standalone language for marshalling and

unmarshalling data (such as PADS [3], Nail [2]). Moreover,

it allows programmers a level of fine-grained control over

memory usage similar to that provided by C.

So far, we have designed Dargent, implemented some of

the compilation phases, and formalised our Dargent proto-

type design in Agda. We have also implemented some essen-

tial extensions to the Cogent language to accommodate the

data layout descriptions.

This talk will introduce Dargent, a language that is still

under development and that describes how a Cogent alge-

braic data type may be laid out in memory, down to the bit

level. Data descriptions in Dargent will influence the gen-

erated definitions and proofs that constitute the compilation

certificate between Cogent and the generated C code.
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